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Non-governmental organizations are not independent agentsof social change.
Most of financial and political support within global thirdsector comes from gov
ernmentsof affluent OEeDcountries. Hence, I propose to conceptualize NGOs as
interdependentadministrative units, elements ofglobal non-governmental admin
istrative system, on whichinstitutionally is reliant a postnational apparatusof glob
al governance. The most important function of the non-governmental system is
redistribution and allocation of economic and social resources aimed at manage
ment of the social and geographical spheresof social risk, influencing peace and
order through maintaining a senseof safety.

As a sociologist, I am devoted to the ideaof society. I am deeply interested in
both the functioning of society in general and of differentindividual societiesin
particular. Specifically, I am outstandingly interested in the concept of civil soci
ety, as a specificform of the generalsociety. However, I found it surprisingthat
literature concerning civil society treatsit as an unstructured,decentralized, and
even chaoticentity, encompassing a broad scope of individuals. Most concepts
of civil societydealwith it as an amorphous and fluid entity. In my opinion, this
is opposite to the very idea of a societyin general. My concept, hence, is to focus
on institutions of civil society, as wellas structural differentiation of this society,
and to treat it as every other society which is present in sociological theory.
Whenwe look at the work of anthropologists, we can find that even the simplest
primitive societies have their own structure, specific institutions, and recogniz
able membership. While civil societymaylook to someone as an exampleof the
effects of an invisible hand, it is better to look for patterns and regularities with
in the field. We have to examine institutional framework, power relations and
patterns of activities of social actors within this distinguished society if we do
not want the term "civil society" to be justempty and meaningless.
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One must be aware that, in fact, civil society has a common meaning, which
may be considered idealized and prescriptive rather than descriptive. This mean
ing is covered by an altruistic and ethical veil of principles. Its aim is legitimizing
the existence and activities of non-governmental organizations bymaintaining the
charismatic power of distinctive unselfishness with the purpose of principledagi
tation. According to thiscivil society is oftenpresented asa decent entityopposite
to the evil forcesof stateor free market. Following thatwayof thinking, thispaper
is nothingmore than justanother proposition of an alternative conceptionof civil
society, althoughI claim that it is much closer to an idealof objectivity. The aimof
thisattempt is to represent institutions of civil society as structured in administra
tive networks-bodies intended for regulating and controlling social reality. This
theory legitimizes networks of NGOs as power structures, according to Weber, in
a more modern way, through bureaucratic rationalization, out of prescriptive and
ethical connotations.

One mustbe aiso aware, that there is aiso a quite opposite stream of thinking
about NGOs, a veryskeptical one. There exists a vastarray of publications about
negative functioning of NGOs - about corruptionand fraud among them.I do not
use them, becausecondemningNGOs isnot myaim, although I reckoncorruption
and fraud to be symptoms of bureaucratization. My aim is to present broader
structureby allowing conceptualization NGOs as fruitful, able to develop further
in a newway. My purpose is to find a wayin-between those presented above - by
no means negative, but also trying to be not positive. I've alreadymet with disap
proving opinions about portraying NGOs as institutions structured as administra
tivesystems. ] think it is rather a thirdwayof conceptualizing NGOs and the most
objective one, compared with two others I observed. Thisapproach is not critical
of the NGOs but rather to dominantways of thinking about NGOs and that is an
important difference.

Non-governmental organizations, cailed also nonprofit or voluntary organiza
tions, are the most important and most noticeable, if not the only, institutions of
civil society at thepresent time, one has to takeinto account. ] amconcentratedon
those institLItions in the following paper. Increasing growth of the non-govern
mentalsector on the globalscaledemands closerresearch whichshouid takeinto
consideration its structure and functions. My most rigid thesis is that contempo
rary networks of non-governmental organizations are the key institutions of the
new giobal administrative system governing the day-to-day reality of many indi
viduals. What led me to this statement was the idea of a world government as a
wayto manageglobalpeace with the effectofthe diminishing of the anarchicsys
tem of inter-state rivalry and United Nations advocacy. Aglobaladministration sys
tem has to precede announced and expectedglobal democracy and global order
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(see Bauman 2000), whose functioning will be dependent upon those institution
al settings. In other words, if one wants to think about global government, one
mustthinkaboutglobal administration thatwill allow governing. My point is that,
if one thinks about global administration, one has to consider NGOs as funda
mental elements. While thinking about a particular NGO, one does not have to
consider it to be an element of global governance. While thinking about global
governance, one must concentrate on NGOs as its agents. That means also that I
treat the term globalization not as a pandemonium of chaos, anarchy, and lack of
control, but rather as a compound process of transformation, building, and con
solidation of a new global order.

My second thesis is that, within networks of non-governmental organizations,
we can observe hierarchical differentiation, which can be considered administra
tive in theWeberian sense, withthe distinctive centers aswell, although one hasto
notice thatWeberexpressed onlyideal types (ofPrussian bureaucracy) - how the
reality of the life of administration is far from this has been shown B. GuyPeters
(Peters 1984). My work focuses first on the cooperation between OEeDgovern
mentsand the World Bank on the one hand,and non-governmental organizations
on the other. Secondly, it focuses on institutional differences between Northern
and Southern non-governmental organizations. These tworather political dimen
sions can be expanded with a third functional one, whose two most diverged
pointsareoccupiedby thinktanks (which gather, collect, analyze and disseminate
data) and grass-root organizations (which implement policies and experiment).
Both political dimensions overlap eachother, while, for example, most thinktanks
are clustered in North.

My third thesis is that thisnew global administrative system supplantsnational
governments and administrations in its redistributive and social functions, which
is mostly seen in cases of poor countries. While the World Bank's policy towards
these countries has been focused on shortages of social services (upon which the
loans depended), at the same time the World Bank was sponsoring non-govern
mental organizations in these countries, which work on most basic social prob
lems (Hudock 1999: 52). Two-thirds of all nonprofit employment is concentrated
in the three traditional fields of welfare services: education, health, and social ser
vices (Salamon et al. 2000: 4). I have to stress that this movement from welfare
state to supporting non-governmental organizations (in financial means) and by
non-governmental organizations (in functional terms) is worldwide and present
both in the rich and poor countries intheformofoutsourcing and contracting out.
In my opinion, this process shows the changing function of the states (but not
theirdiminishing, as some authors suggest). It showsthat the governments reduce
their direct involvement in the provision of social responsibilities and support,
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while increasing the useof violence, juridical control, and taxation apparatus(see:
Bauman 2000).

i do not want to focus in my work on particular organizations to show their
position and functions withina developed system, I point out that manyauthors
towhomIwant to expressgratitude have already done this work, My aimis to pro
pose a more general, as well as global, conceptual framework concerning non
governmental organizations using their research, Moreover, the framework I
intend to develop, differs instantly from main approachesto the dilemma of func
tioning of NGOs from the perspective of the issue of globai governance (Ronit,
Schneider ed. 2000: 10; Schmitz 2000: 87-95),

The first perspective developed on the grounds of international relations the
ory in my opinion overestimates the very role of the state, In international rela
tions theory, a state is regarded as the most important actor while the NGOs are
treatedas non-state actorsfunctioning by interventions within the stable structure
of the nation-state order.As non-state actors, in a simplistic way NGOs gain power
in a zero-sum game in whichstates lose, This view leads to a dead end, and does
not offeran accurate picture,

Thesecond perspective comesfrom studies of social movements in which the
state is almostabsent. As incorporated in transnational social movements, NGOs
are regardedoutsideof the stateand achieving theirgoals by themselves, As a part
of a separatesocial movement, NGOs lack broader institutional framework, which
could allow analyzing power relations in which they are engaged,

Hence, both perspectives are characterized by opposite extremisms, which
overestimate or underestimate the role of the state, NGOs act eitherwithin a state
dominated framework eitheroutsideof it. My aimisto treatboth statesand NGOs
in different way that includes both kinds of entities in one coherent system of
global order.Bothstatesand NGOs fulfill specific, supplementaryrather than con
tradictory or competing functions, for which identification and characterization
are to be developed, Relationships between states and NGOs are more complex
than social movements or international relations theories portray,

Moreover, both above methodologies focus only on innovative and transfor
mative capabilities of NGOs as vehicles of social change, But assuming the rapid
development period of the Thirdsector is already accomplished, one must rather
concentrate on stabilization of the non-governmental system. "For social move
mentsare usually takento be agentsof progressive social change, capableof alter
inggovernmentpolicies or transforming the life-styles of their members, But the
acronym 'NGO' implies little about objectives, NGOs may pursue change, but
they can equally work to maintain existing social and political systems, Besides,
while social movements may be open-ended and anarchic in form, NGOs - as
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generally defined - possess a formal institutional structure" (Morris-Suzuki 2000:
68). Thus NGOs as elements of new structures of power can not only be unen
gaged in social change but even work in favor of and guard established preserves
of power. Their abilities may be used and mobilized to prop up existing structures
of power, within which they are incorporated and of whose they are the parts.
Howere, one must be aware that contemporary structures of power are new, glob
alized ones.

Both existing approaches idealize also the situation of NGOs by presenting
them as independent and autonomous organizations, while they always rely on
other institutions for something, whether it is access to community groups,
resources or technical assistance. Thus, analysis of NGOs usually focuses on
internal rather than external aspects of organizational performance. It also con
centrates on the use of disposed resources, rather than on how NGOs acquire
means that allow them to function. There is also a question of how cooperation
between organizations influences their structure and functioning. (Hudock
1999: 18-20)Moreover: "One of the most fundamental weakness of the NGO lit
erature is its suggestion that NGOs possess a value base that drives them to act
on 'altruistic' motives. This absolutely contradicts one of the key tenets of orga
nizational analysis; namely that organizational survival is every organization's
goal and that, to survive, an organization must place its own interests before
those of others, especially those, which are potential competitors. As the myth is
propagated that NGOs are somehow organizationally unique and operating on
a value base rather, than on organizational operatives like survival, the true com
plexity of NGO's situation with respect to acquiring resources is obscured"
(Hudock 1999: 20-21). Thus, in Bangladesh, for example, it was observed that
NGO strategies have a tendency to turn away from building organizations of
poor people to building up the NGO itself (Hashemi and Hassan 1999). In
Mozambique "many local organizations which call themselves NGOs have, in
fact,been set up purely to provide jobs and services to foreign NGOs;they know
that nice offices, slick laserprinted reports, and clean accounts are much more
important than whether or not they actually do anything in rural areas" (Hanlon
2000: 137).

Moreover, privatization of social services has led to penetration of the private
sector through regulations, obligations, and restrictions that accompany govern
mental and inter-governmental institutions contracting them out. Instead of
shrinking the role of governments and inter-governmental agencies (like the
World Bank especially), collaboration with NGOs diminishes and constrains the
independent community sector by the interventions of governmental agencies
and the contracting regime of non-governmental organizations (see: Lipsky &
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Smith 1993: 204). The almost incredible growth and expansion of the non-govern
mental sectoron theglobal scale wouldnot be soamazing ifone consideredfinan
cial and political support from wealthy governments.

Aware of those theoretical difficulties, 1 turned my attention to bureaucracy
and public administration theories. This allowed treatment of both states and
NGOs as interdependent and functionally differentiated elements of a verycom
plex, flexible and fluctuating, and yet coherent system of global governance or
"international public policy" (Duffield 2001: 9). The main task to explain NGO
networks as global administrative structure is to illustrate their hierarchical dif
ferentiation and identify centers of bureaucratic power within them. Thus, the
primary goal of this research is proving "Weberianity" (that is, its idealization
throughidentification with classic theoriesof administrative systems) of a global
non-governmental administrative system (see: Gerth & Mills, 1946). There are
three pivotal characteristics of bureaucratic systems: hierarchy, functional differ
entiation or specialization, and distinctive qualification or competence (Heady
2001: 76). 1would argue that NGOs fulfill those requirements both at the internal
level of particular organization aswell as at the external levelof systemic engage
ment. Hence, [ propose to considerprofessionalization and bureaucratization of
non-governmental sector not in negative terms, as proposed by Lester Salamon
(Salamon 2001: 26), but in a moreobjective, even positive wayas1hope some can
recognize it.

Organizational legitimacy

According to Max Weber there are three ways in which domination can be
legitimized: traditional, charismatic and rational (Weber 1978: 215). The first one is
not very important from the perspective of the functioning of the non-govern
mental sector. Seldom does a particular NGO underline its heritage and history,
and does itonlyin a veryindividual way, notgeneralized with otherorganizations.
There isno commontradition ofa non-governmental sectorthat is formidably pre
sent in publicdiscourse, although thereare academic attempts to cultivate, rooted
in the Enlightenment, a universalistic history of civil society (see: Seligman 1992).

In contemporary publicdiscourse, the entire third sector is legitimized mostly
in a charismatic way. Charismatic legitimacy rests"on devotion to the exceptional
sanctity, heroism or exemplary character of an individual person, and of the nor
mative patterns of order revealed or ordained by him" (Weber 1978: 215).
Charismatic legitimacy ofnon-governmental organizations isfounded on the basis
of altruistic motives (Hudock1999: 20) and publicinterestintentions (Sokolowski
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2000: 192) that is ethical principles or rather claims (Lipsky & Smith 1993: 171), As
Wojciech Sokolowski presented, organizational choice, topping non-governmen
talorganization preference as a form of activity, is embedded in the occupational
interests of people engaged in it. "Defining professional work as public service
changes its perceivedvalue by expanding the scope of its potential beneficiaries
while shrinking the scope of itssocial costs" (Sokolowski 2000: 192), On the other
hand, altruistic idealization fosters engagement of non-governmental activists by
influencing their self-esteem and sense of prestige (Zaleski 2001: 206-213), Hence,
altruism as a form of legitimizing discourse helps to mobilize human resources to
work in non-governmental organizations, However, "although the evidence is far
from conclusive (and no organization can afford to stand still), there are signs that
NGOs are losing touch with the values of social solidarity which originally moti
vated them as they move further and further into the market and its orthodoxies"
(Edwards 1999: 266).

What is argued in this paper is that rational legitimacy of non-governmental
organizations isbecomingincreasingly significant for functioning of these institu
tions, Rational legitimacy rests "on beliefin the legality of enacted rules and the
right of those elevated to authority under such rules to issue commands" (Weber
1978: 215), Therefore, the most importantquestionis: accordingtowhichlaws and
orders are non-governmental organizations functioning? In the contemporary
political order, it is still primarily the statewith its governmentwhich is responsi
ble for issuing rules and commands that shapes activities of non-governmental
organizations (alongside inter-governmental institutions). Beginning from per
mission to establish and run thatveryspecific form of institution, through issuing
laws regulating that type of activity through direct control, by direct funding or
contracting them out,and evaluating theirwork, the stateadministrative apparatus
is inpower to legitimize the legal foundations of non-governmental organizations,
From the point of view of public administration, efficiency, effectiveness, and
accountability give the principal mandate to the delegation of its power of gov
erningsocial reality to NGOs, We can observe the growthof importanceof inter
governmental bodies controlling the performance of NGOs, especially in poor
countries, Hence, governmental and inter-governmental bodies are nowadays the
most important sources of legitimacy and support for non-governmental organi
zations, Networks of NGOs are legitimized as power structures through bureau
craticrationalization,

However, both abovelegitimizations shouldbe criticized as mostly dogmatical
without strong empirical evidence proving their adequacy to field research find
ings, First, although NGOs hardly condemned the World Bankand IMF for their
lackof engagement in reduction of poverty, there is datashowing that NGOs are
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not strongly determined to work on that issue as well: "The role of NGOs in the
lives of the poor is limited, and thepoor depend primarily on their own informal
networks. Given the scale of poverty, NGOs touch relatively few live" and poor
people give NGOs mixed ratings. In some areas NGOs are the only instirutions
people trust, and insome cases theyare credited withsaving lives. Where there is
strong NGO presence new partnerships between government and NGOs are
beginning to emerge.

However, poor people sometimes also report that, besides being rude and
forceful, NGO staff members are poor listeners. Surprisingly, the poor report that
theyconsider someNGOs tobe largely irrelevant, self-serving, limited in theirout
reach, and also corrupt, although to a much lesser extent than is the state. There
are relatively few cases of NGOs that have invested in organizing the poor to
change poor people's bargaining power relative to markets or the state. Because
the studies were conducted in some countries with the world's largest NGOs
(some of which are also the world's most successful NGOs), there are important
lessons to be learned. The main message isstill one of scale, however - even the
largest andmostsuccessful NGOs may not reach themajority of poor households"
(Narayan et a11999: 5-6).

Second, the veryrationality of non-governmental organization and the system
ofsubcontracting isproblematic according todifficulties in accountability of orga
nization providing 'humanservices'. "One can hold a social worker accountable
formaking a visit toa family, following up with phone calls, and performing other
appropriate tasks. But one cannotknowifher judgment wassound and her inter
vention ultimately effective. This iswhysocial service agencies seemso vulnerable
to criticism when a child abuse case tragically ends in the death of the child: it is
very hard to demonstrate that routine practice of the agency is effective" (Lipsky
&Smith]993 ]99).

Thus both types of legitimizations are vulnerable to criticism, which reveal
theirdogmatical character. Being propagandist, they are questionable and can be
treated as the results of powerrelations and fight within political field - the effect
of "selective mobilization of symbols" (Lipsky & Smith 1993: 214). Research of
those efforts and struggles is a subject of this paper.

Public management

It would be noteworthy to compare current enthusiasm towards NGO's, their
ability to solve problem" and supported proliferation on the global scale to tbe
situation that took place shortly after World War II: "The 1950s was a wonderful
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period. The "American Dream" was the "World Dream" - and the best and quick
est way to bring that dream into reality was through the mechanism of public
administration (...) Thenet result ofall thisenthusiastic action wasthat in the1950s
public administration was a magic term and public administration experts were
magicians, of a sort. Theywere eagerly recruited by the United States' aid-giving
agencies and readily accepted bymostof the newnations, alongwitha lot of other
expertsaswell" (Heady 2001: 20).1955 wastheyearof culmination of certain poli
cies: "A vintage year in a time of faith - faith in thedevelopmental power of admin
istrative toolsdevised in West. It wasa sanguine year in a timeof hope - hope that
public administration could lead countries toward modernization. It was a busy
year in a brief age of charity - the not-unmixed charity of foreign assistance"
(Heady 2001: 20).

That administrative reform policy was replaced in the end of 1960s with eco
nomicorientation aimedatfostering economic growthasmarkof development of
poor countries. In 1990s thisprojectwasagain replaced with an agendaof global
networks of non-governmental organizations' support, substituting social func
tions of economically limited governmental administrations, that is global admin
istration. This passage shows a general pattern of globalization of administrative
structures governing social reality, side bysidewith economic, juridical, and mili
taryformations. It also showsthe importance ofadministrative and administrative
like structures for social acceptance of systems of governance. According to
Weber, bureaucratic rationalization is the mostessential techniqueof legitimating
contemporary systems of power.

Rapid expansionand dissemination ofgovernmental administrative systems in
the richWest was the effect of thegrowthof thewelfare stateas the directanswer
of capitalism to the threatof communist system achievements at the beginning of
the Cold War division. The political juncture of development of capitalist social
systems began after the Soviet revolution followed by economic depression,
whichin effect led to implementation of the NewDeal policy. Until the economic
crises of 1975 and 1982, therewasa noticeable increase of administrative systems
aimed in neutralization of class struggles, maintaining class and social conflicts,
sustaining internal peace and social stability (Wolch 1990: 29). Crises were critical
to restructurization of welfare systems as an answer to contradictory forces: from
one side economic deficiency required shortages in administrative expenditures,
from the other side the same economic problems activated the growth of social
demands and pressure towards welfare systems. The system responded in selec
tive dismantling (reductions and cutbacks), internal transformation (namely
decentralization) and intensified externalization (i.e. contracting out,subcontract
ing, and outsourcing) (Wolch 1990: 42). This last factor was extremely important
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to the explosion of non-governmental organizations providing services for the
state (as "subsidiary bodies" in NGO rhetoric). It was the 1980s when we could
observe a boom in the Third sector supported by state administration restructur
ization and provision. Direct transfer of welfare state responsibilities was con
ducted with the "three Es" of pragmatism of market propaganda: economy, effi
ciency, and effectiveness, to which private and non-governmental organizations
were suited. TheThirdsector developed not as an area in between the state and
the market, as most authors assume, but rather as a hybrid of both. Non-govern
mental organizations are sponsored bystate administrations with the expectation
of invisible hand like market efficicncv. JenniferWolch thus describes the Third
sector as "The Shadow State" (1990). Thereis strongcorrelation between govern
mental support and the sizeof non-governmental sector(Salamon et a1. 2000: 14).
Instead of thinking of NGOs as active agents of social changeit is more correct to
conceptualize them as passive objects of social change, namely crisis and trans
formation of the welfare stateof which theyare justaJanus face.

Governing ideasof externalization of social services claimed thatcontracting is
cheaper, limits government growth, and provides greater flexibility. While prices
of subcontracting were at the beginning really lower, it was only because private
organizations could pay their workers less than government institutions, not
because of the dynamics of market competition. On the other hand,subcontract
ingallowed governmental expenditures to expand and to increasethe number of
people working for the government through relocations of finances and contract
employment hidden from public scrutiny. Onlyflexibility is defensible to critique,
although not fully, according to the tendency to carry on contracting to certain
providers rather than to reevaluate eachcontract and lookfor new ones (Lipsky &
Smith 1993: 188-205).

Theend of the coldwar and the intensification of a wide rangeof economical,
social, and political processes, led to the dissemination of non-governmental orga
nizations with regard to the support of governmental and inter-governmental
institutions. The spreading of non-governmental organizations can be explained
by the transformation of thewelfare stateand further globalization of that process
towards building an international publicpolicy system (Duffield 2001: 9). One of
the most importantpurposes of that process is the support of a global economic
expansion and the free market development, bypacification and neutralization of
social conflicts, potential struggles, revolts and revolutions in deprivedcountries,
through managing social inequalities and influencing economic dependence.
Donorsupport for NGOs can be seen as a part of the neo-Iiberal strategy, which
strives to converttarget communities into customers for NGOs in a private market
of services for the poor. Such social services are provided by contracting NGOs,
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whichare not accountable, neither to citizens in general, nor to their recipients in
particular (Kilby 2000: 58).

As an example widely considered the most successful NGO program of Gra
meen Bank in Bangladesh showed, non-governmental penetration of social struc
tureschanges social and community normsand relationships: "Meaning of house
hold and community no longer include expression of collective responsibility but
are recast in terms of the organization of social groups for the purpose of ensur
ingloan repayments c. ..)The reorganization of the social collective to ensure loan
repayment servesas mechanism of social control rather than an area for building
social solidarity and creating relations of social obligations and reciprocal
exchange" (Feldman 1997: 60). Through NGOs a new global order is forced on
the lowest levels of societies, which fall under the focus of global structures of
power.

Human resources

Looking at the contemporarysocial structure of global society one mustnotice
that NGO activists belong to the well-educated and powerful category of people.
Alookat history shows that the emergence of the global Thirdsector is rooted in
changes in political economy after the Second World War. Implementation of
Fordism in scientific research causeda vastexpansion in the supplyof higheredu
cation throughout the world. Possessors of higher degrees, for most of the 1950s
and 1960s, were smoothly absorbed by state administration. Up from the 1970s,
the growing number of higher education graduates exceeded systemic demand
for them and employment opportunities in state administration, began to shrink
due to economic crisis. "In the United States, however, a growingnumber of edu
catedcadresstruckon their own, establishing the plethora of consultancies, think
tanks and other such institutions so familiar to us today, disseminating knowledge
and practice throughout the society and the world" (Lipschutz 2000: 87).
Nevertheless, even this view is strongly idealized in expressing the belief in an
invisible hand effect, grassroots liveliness and self-reliance of the top-down emer
gence of non-governmental organizations.

Shifts of human resources from the welfare state system to the Third sector
were coordinated by the state administration itself. Institutional elites really did
take matters in their hands by establishing a number of non-governmental orga
nizations. However, one mustbe aware of the fact that it was strongly supported
by that group of elites that had maintained their positions in public administra
tion. Rapid growthof the non-governmental sector in the lateseventies and eight-
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ieswas backed by the state by the contracting-out and outsourcing policy of wel
fare statebastions in public administration (Wolch 1990). Thereare directrelations
between government administrations and non-governmental executives in rich
countries. "Nonprofit provider executives deal directly with legislative and execu
tive affairs for the purposes of influencing payment rates, service standards, and
other policy matters. These activities are enhanced by job exchanges of top per
sonnel moving between public and private sectors" (Lipsky & Smith 1993: 195).
Hence, in 1995 the Thirdsector accounted for 6.9 percent of total employment in
Western Europe and 7.8 percentin United States (Anneier, Carlson & Kenda1l200l:
1). Almost decade later, similar process influenced by international institutions
started to occur in poor countries. "Some analysts of African political economy
speakof the existence of a 'bureaucratic bourgeoisie' depending on access to state
resources for its existence. What we may be seeing in the 1990s is the emergence
ofa new'NGO bureaucratic bourgeoisie' dependenton the hugeamountofmoney
now flowing to the NGO sector in Africa, rather than a hoped for new 'articulate
and empowered' middle class. To use Bayart's 'politics of the belly' metaphor, if a
large part of the 'national cake' isnow being baked in a different oven, itstands to
reason thatAfrican elites will visiting the new bakery" (Gary 1996: 164).

However, in the poor countries, by contrast, links among NGOs and govern
ments are indirect, but one must be aware of the fact that they are linked to gov
ernments of rich countries, not their own poor.Through a number of intermedi
ary and umbrella bodies, NGOs active in poor countries have a stronger connec
tion with the inter-governmental organizations or governmental institutions of
rich countries than with their own governments. For example, an executive of a
middle-range NGO in Poland has more frequent and effective contacts with the
bodies connected to the European Commission thanwith local government. "The
position of Polish NGOs vis-a-vis the international community is undoubtedly
stronger than vis-a-vis national government. The initial, international, steady flow
of ideas, contacts and exchanges of people and information has permitted many
NGOs to legitimize theirown existence and often to gaina stronger positionwith
in their own local environment" (Regulska 2001: 190).

The case of Mozambique shows that the work in an NGO, in comparison to

other administrative jobs, is exceedingly attractive: "Government workers have
been increasingly purchased and suborned byforeign agencies, either by simply
paying them higher salaries to work for the new aid agencies, or by giving them
bribesor perkssuch asforeign trips so that theywouldact in interest of the agen
cies" (Hanlon 2000: 39). In the poor countries, the NGO sector actively rivals with
local administrations, taking over their human resources and truly weakening
themseverely. However, not onlyeconomic factors shape the behaviorof institu-
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tional elites. Political possibilities of influencing local (and global) social policies
by NGOs attracts a professional middle-class cadre of "experts" aswell (Bennett &
Gibbs 1996: 4).

The facts mentioned above change the meaning of the following sentence: "It
isa wellknown sociological phenomenon that thosewho are the mostprivileged
in socio-economic status are also the ones who are the most interestedin partici
pation in organizations possessing genuine influence on social reality" (Gaventa
1999: 25). Work in the non-governmental sectorcould be more attractive than the
traditional "Weberian" political or administrative career. NGOs have an ability to
provide employment opportunities for the displaced, educated middle-class pro
fessionals. These opportunities are especially necessary in the absence of higher
education posts, or business and industry positions. "InChile, by 1990 therewere
300-400 NGOs which had sprung up in response to the military regime's repres
sive policies and itsefforts to reduce the public-sector role. Thisprovidedemploy
ment and income for the displaced professionals and political opponents of the
regime" (Hudock 1999: 90). On the otherhand, amongNGOs we canfind number
of "non-politicized yuppie NGOs C..) rooted in theeconomic displacement of mid
dle-class professionals from both public and private sectors" (Hudock 1999: 90). In
1995, 85 percent of Brazilian NGO leaders had college diplomas and 39 percent
had graduate degrees (Hudock 1999: 90). "This is not to say that all membership
NGOs and GROs are models of democracy and authenticity. In many cases suc
cessful NGOs and GROs emerged from the efforts of a small number of outsiders
driven bya desire to help the community. Such 'outreachworkers' are often mem
bers of the intelligentsia or business elite with few ties to the community. Only
laterdid the movements takeon agenuinely grassroots character. Some GROs are
designed primarily to institutionalize the authority of patrons and other village
elites and are beset with nepotism, corruption and patriarchal heavyhandedness"
(Stiles ed. 2000: 121).

Research conductedin Poland showsthatinstitutional possibilities of non-gov
ernmental organization can better fit expectations and aspirations of profession
als than public administration or a private corporations. Occupational interests of
institutional elites in non-governmental activity depend on valuation of for-public
services. "While the retreat of the welfare state could be seen as the "push" factor
that forced manyservice providers to look for alternative organizational venues,
thevalue of defining professional workas public service represents the "pull" fac
tor that attracted these practitioners to [non-governmental] form" (Sokolowski
2000 208).

My own research conducted in Poland shows that non-governmental activity
also gives other motivations. Work for a non-governmental organization is a
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sourceof asense of powerand prestige, idealized in various ways. The mainindi
cators of the sense of prestige are oppositional distinctions: active organizer vs.
passive community, self-denying organizer vs. profit-oriented businessperson, and
benevolence of social activity in an NGO vs. political struggle within local admin
istration. The most important indicators of sense of power are: community as the
object of organizer's activity, local government as the subject of collaboration or
rivalry, supralocal institutions as transcendent resources of power, for which the
organizer is a mediator.

Fromthe perspective of functioning of NGOs in the local Polish context, a few
additional observations can be provided. The efficiency and organizational suc
cess of mostfoundations and associations depend on theirability to operate in the
jungle of legal regulations, knowledge of law, procedures and talent of formulat
ing proper applications for subventions. Functioning of NGOs includes contact
ing many partners, also from abroad. Fluent knowledge of more popular lan
guages, at least English, is then crucial. Organizers also have to be familiar withthe
bureaucratic jargon, which is essential for gaining institutional confidence.
According to thesereasons, mostpeopleemployed in NGOs haveto possess a uni
versity-level education. It is hard to imagine a simple peasant, with primary edu
cation at best, writing applications or conducting negotiations with local govern
ment or any foundation operating on national or supranational level. Organized
social activity requires a high degree of competence, knowledge, and abilities.
Hence, the power of NGO's activists is primarily based on their cultural capital.
Thesymbolic capital allows them to formulate and force legitimated definitions
of reality, which means in fact forming the publicdiscourse by setting important
problems and proposing theways of solving them(Zaleski 200l: 206-213).

The growing non-governmental sector influences the structure of the global
society. What we observeis the expansion of the middle-class on the global scale.
Nonetheless, we mustbe awarethat thisglobal middle-class connects peoplefrom
different countries but with similar educational and economic status more easily
than people from the same country and different social position. "The fact that
social movements are 'non-governmental' or that they operate multiversally does
not guarantee that they will work in favour of the marginalized and disadvan
taged" (Morris-Suzuki 2000: 84). The question is what is more essential for the
expanding non-governmental system: its quality and value of performance and
functioning or rather itsown growth and development?

According to Michael Mann, the intellectual elites engaged in the formation of
civil society in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries played the central role in
theprocesses of building up modernnation-states (Mann 1993: 42). Raising a post
national global order and system of global governance (see: Hardt & Negri 2001)
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engages a cadreof "transnational intellectuals". Theyengagein the examination of
phenomena of transnationality and articulate their significance on the shape of
new order by struggling for influence. "They also transfer both knowledge and
practice via national and transnational coalition, alliances, and communications,
and create the organizations and institutions that propagate these notions and
carrythemto various levels of government andgovernance (...) The emergenceof
global governance and a transnational welfare system couldserve the interests of
a narrowstratumof economic and political elites and prove profoundly conserv
ative and reactionary" (Lipschutz 2000: 94).

Wemustbe awareof the fact thatprocesses of internationalization of the mid
dle-class through formation of global non-governmental structures decrease
"brain-drain" processes in poor countries, in which educated classes with eco
nomic and political interests move to rich countries. "Increased employment
opportunities for middle-class professionals, and the development of this socio
economic stratum, help to create a politically and economically active class willing
to protect its interests" (Hudock 1999: 90). As I previously showed in an article
"The NewNon-governmental Elite", thevery growthof the non-governmental sec
tor influences the building up and institutionalization of the new Polish middle
class (see: Zaleski 2001). For the Third sector, its own growth in termsof person
nel, infrastructure, and economy (publicized through advocacy efforts and capac
ity-building rhetoric) is of crucial importance-the prevailing weight of its very
effectiveness.

Financial investments

Thebestwayto illustrate powerstructures in the global non-governmental sec
tor is to analyze the flows of capital. This is because "thewaymostNGOs seek and
receive resources fromtheirexternal environments subjects them to externalcon
trol" (Hudock 1999: 2). AsAnn Hudockpointedout,thoseNGOs, whichreceive all
of their funds from donors to carry out donors' programs, are essentially contrac
tors and are little more than extensions of donor agencies. But the same is valid
even' if the amount of money covers only part of NGO activities, according to its
stability and certainty as financial sources. Moreover, when an NGO receives gov
ernment funds, it must follow stringentaccounting and reporting requirements,
which canconstraintheir ability to act flexibly and responsibly (Hudock 1999: 2).
This last observation is crucial to my analyses according to the argument that
NGOs function as a new apparatus of redistribution and allocation of economic
resources on the global scale, and the assumption that most of the money in the
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non-governmental sector comes from governments' budgets. With one simple
condition: only wealthy governments contribute. That means that NGOs in both
rich and poor countries get money from affluent countries' governments. To
briefly illustrate it, it is enough to say that Polish NGOs, for example, are within
their capabilities of functioning mostly along with funds from European Union
and not from the Polishgovernment(and private funding as well), while German
NGOs get moneystraight from their government.

One of the mostpopular mythologies about NGOs isone about the importance
ofprivatephilanthropy. This israthergood publicrelations, as it issupposed to be,
at least in the eyes of private donors. Samples from 22 countrieshave shown, that
philanthropy pays only for 11 percent of non-governmental budgets, while most
of it comesfrom feesand publicsector (Salamon et al. 2000: 5). In total, the World
Bank estimates that 35 percent of the budgets of NGOs around the world come
from government accounts (Hanlon 2000: 135). However, evaluations that are
more specific in tracing flow of capital showslightly different settings. In the rich
countries NGOs are financed straight by governmental agencies and the average
amount of that money is estimated at 43 percent of NGOs' total budgets (Uvin
2000: 14). Respectively: "In Italy, 43 percent of the NGOs budgets were provided
by publicfunds, in Germany - 68 percent, in GreatBritain - 40percent, in France
- 59 percent, and in USA - 30percent" (Kubik & Ekiert 2001: 281). Slightly differ
ent conditions are noticeable in the development and aid sector (performing in
poor countries) withinwealthysocieties: "In1994 Swedish NGOs received 85 per
cent of their funding from official aid resources. In 1993, official development
assistance (ODA) to Canadian NGOs reached70percent, whileUS NGOs received
66percentof theirfunding from official sources" (Hudock 1999: 3).One mustalso
consider indirectfinancing of non-governmental sectorby governmentsusing tax
benefits for private companies to boost direct flow of capital from for-profit to
non-profit sector omitting stateapparatus, whichanyway is in chargeof regulating
this flow. This kind of state financial support is always considered independent
fromgovernmental influence. "The most dangerouspart of the 1969 legislation is
the new power given to the Internal Revenue Service to police foundation activi
ties. The power to revoke or threaten to revoke tax exemption is a most effective
instrumentof control" (Berger & Neuhaus 2000: 175).

In poor countries the situation is different. Local governments there account
for a much smaller proportion of NGOs' resources. "Third World NGOs depend
foremost on foreign aid" and thus, up to 90% of capital available to non-govern
mental sector in poor countriesis absorbedfrom external sources (Uvin 2000: 16).
Estimations of the amount of direct financing of the non-governmental sector
engaged in activity in poor countries in 2000 ranged from8 to 13billion of dollars
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(Uvin 2000: 14; Hanlon 2000: 135). What these valuations are taking into account
is the quantity of moneydevoted to subcontracting a vastarrayof NGOs engaged
in the aid industry, which is considered to be as big as $58 billion a year (Hanlon
2000: 135).

From the first sight, itmaylookas iftheaidof thewealthy countries to the poor
countries is vastly decentralized and uncoordinated. As well as a group of OECD
countries, there are also inter-governmental actors like the European Union,
NAFfA, and the World Bank which separately channel aid finances. However,
international aid efforts are under pressure from the struggle toward multilateral
coordination.

Within the OEeD group the mostimportant step towardcentralization was the
establishment of the Development Assistance Committee, whose main aim
becamethe reduction of thenumberof people living in absolute poverty. In 1996,
the OECD Council endorsed the Development Partnership Strategy, which
becamean "important basis for dialogue and concertedaction to achieve further
progress in poverty reduction" (Helmich & Smillie 1999: 3). One of the keyaspects
of the strategy was strengthening the coordination and policy coherence among
the actors in the aid and development industry. This includedgovernments with
theirOfficial Development Assistance programs and non-governmental organiza
tions as agents of long standing commitment to poverty reduction and positive
social change.

Poorcountries' 1'\(',Os arederiving an increasing proportion of their total fund
ing from Official Development Assistance programs of OECD countries.
According to the World Bank's estimations, ODAs provided only 1.5 percent of
international NGO income in 1970, and 30 percent in 1993. Including food aid,
OECD donors channel about 5 percent of their ODA through NGOs, and at least
one country, the United States, channels 11 percent of its ODA this way. These
developments are reflected in the rapidgrowthin thissector in borrowing coun
tries: for example, in India, registered NGOs handle $520 million per year, or 25
percent of all externalaid (World Bank 1996: 1).According to the Development
Assistance Committee, NGOs traditionally handle one-tenth of OECD official aid
flows, that is about $6 billion a year in 1990s (Hanlon 2000: 135).

Side bysidewithODA goesWorld Bank support to the non-governmental sec
tor. World Bank policy towards civil society influenced substantial growth of the
number of projects engaging NGOs in the last decade. Between 1973 and 1988,
only6 percent of projects financed byWorld Bank involved NGOs. From 1988 to
1994, thepercentageofprojects withNGOs "intended involvement" grewtenfold,
up to 50 percent (World Bank 2000: 3) and in 2000 reached 70 percent (World
Bank2001: 4). The most important problemwith evaluating financial support to
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NGOs by theWorld Bankcomes fromthe fact thatthe Bank does not directly fund
NGOs but rather makes conditionalized loans to governments for them (Hudock
1999: 55). Thus, most of the financial support from the World Bank to the Third
sectorseems to be the effect of direct governmental assistance policies. An inno
vation of only the lastfew years is that NGOs might be contracted directly by the
Bank to fulfill a variety of functions, such as assistance in project design, imple
mentation, and supervision.

Witll small margins, most of the funds in disposition of inter-governmental
organizations liketheWorld Bank comefromthe contributions ofwealthy OECD
countries. The flow of money from inter-governmental agencies to non-govern
mental organizations isa wayof channeling resources from the budgetsof OECD
governments. Speaking straightforwardly, that means that a particular NGO in
Nigeria is supported mostly with moneyfrom American or German taxpayer, for
example.

Characteristic fortheThird sectoristhecentralization of the financial resources.
In Poland, 2 percent of NGOs control almost 60 percent of money in the sector
(BORDO 1998: 43). Thetop 15 development NGDOs inBangladesh, out of approx
imately 800, accounted for between 75 to 85 percent of all NGDO allocations
between 1991 and 1993. In Sri Lanka, Survodaya Shramadana controls 64 percent
of the resources available to the 18 biggest NGDOs, while the top three NGDOs
control90percent. One can observe the same situation in richcountries aswell.

"In the environmental field, for example, a few Western interest groups have
enormous intellectual and networking resources: Greenpeace, witha $100 million
budget, and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), with $170 million, have greater
resources than the UN Environment Program or mostof the Third World govern
mentagencies theydealwith! Thesame holdsfor thedevelopment!emergency aid
sector. Worldwide, there are some 2000 NGOs active in this sector; yet, no more
than8 INGO groups- including CARE, World Vision, Oxfam, and Doctors without
Borders -control more than 50percentof the $8billion aidmarket. Data showthat
70 to 90 percent of all government funding forhumanitarian and reliefaid in the
US and EC ends up with no more than 10INGOs on each continent; a few INGOs
havebudgets in the hundreds of millions of dollars. In the US, 8 of the more than
150 members of INTERACTION (the federation of development and relief
NGDOs) accountfor80 percentof all aidto Africa; evenwithoutgovernmentsup
port, that figure is still 70 percent (with CRS and World Vision accounting for 45
percent)" (Uvin 2000: 14).

In the specialized literature, the biggest NGOs are called international, inter
mediary or umbrella bodies, whose mostimportant function ischanneling money
from governmental and inter-governmental agencies to smaller NGOs. "Inter-
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mediary NGOs areincreasingly important to theNGO sector, particularly in devel
opingcountries, sincedonorsand northernNGOs use themas conduits for chan
neling funding to other NGOs or membership organizations" (Hudock 1999: 12).
Intermediary NGOs form multilevel structures of feudal-like donors - service
providers, dependencies andobligations within the thirdsectorstructure function
asan apparatus of redistribution andallocation of budgetary resources from afflu
ent governments. At thevery end of financial pyramid thereare a plethora ofcom
munity and grassroots organizations, which in Poland, for example, amounting to
over 50 percent of number of organizations in the Third sector, manage only 1
percentofavailable resources (BORDO 1998: 43). Those organizations depend on
the redistributive assistance of intermediary bodies to carry out their activities or
even survive and many of them, in fact, have been formed on and motivated by
the promise of outside resources (Hudock 1999: 89).

Power consolidation

One cannotunderstandthe Third sector, concerning non-governmental orga
nizations, as independent, self-governing entities whichexist onlyfor theiraltruis
tic or for-public-good purposes. Once established, each NGO is engaged in the
struggle for organizational survival. This is achieved mostly through fundraising
practices, creating a hierarchical flow of money, cascading conditionalities and
dependence.

Tracing the flow of money in the non-governmental sector leads to the con
clusion that its support and development is grown from new policies of affluent
Northwestern societies (including Japan) and inter-governmental institutions.
These policies stem from the transformation to three significant world orders:
postWestfaiian, applicable to the establishment of the United Nations; postcolo
nial, related to the founding of Development Assistance Committee; and post
coldwarian, consisting of close cooperation between the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund. These three orders have been successively domi
nating in the secondhalfof the twentieth century, giving basis to development of
a new system of global governance.

From the historical perspective, the financing of the non-governmental sector
in poor countries replaced the developmental policies of public administration
technical assistance in the 1950s and 1960s and the industrialization in the1970s
and early 1980s-that is, the financing of governmental and private sectors. The
late 1980s and 1990s became a period of "poverty reduction" policies, along with
structural adjustment demands, whichdepartfundamentally in their functions and
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purposes from the previous strategies of affluent governments towards the poor
countries (see: World Bank 1996). Thestrategy of povertyreductiondoes not sup
port transformation of societal approaches nor any economic policy, but rather
forces into economic dependence. The new aid agenda reverses earlier goals of
developmental incorporation into the world system economy. Instead, as Mark
Duffield claims, it serves now as a policy ofmanagement and containment of polit
ically insecure territories on the edge of the global economy(Hoogvelt 1997: 177).
"The threatof an excludedSouth fomenting international instability through con
flict, criminal activity and terrorism isnowpartof a newsecurity frameworkWithin
this framework, underdevelopment has become dangerous" (Duffield 2001: 2). If
there is any development discussion, its nature links social regression to security
issues and treatsunderdevelopment asdangerous and destabilizing (Duffield 2001:
7).This strategy directly moved resources to the non-governmental sectorasa tool
of social control, through peacekeeping programs as the flag activities.

At this time the structural adjustment policy of the IMF, which shapes cuts in
local governments public expenditures and causes rapid growth of uncmploy
ment and poverty, is most importantfor NGOs engaged in the aid industry. At the
sametime, when local governments are forcedto limit social assistance, theWorld
Bank and ODA finance NGOs as agencies of aid and fight against poverty. The
World Bank is applying this policy even through the use of local governments,
channeling money to the approved NGOs vialoansprovided to the governments.
Moreover, these loans are given under condition of putting into operation the
structural adjustment policies of the lMF, with which the World Bank (and other
donors)works in close cooperation:

"The 1980s saw increasing coordination of financial flows to developing coun
tries by the aid donor community. Already experiencing economic problems,
countries were refuseddevelopment assistance (loansand grants)unless the gov
ernment agreed 'an appropriate adjustment or economic reform programme'. In
the overwhelming majority of cases, thismeans a programme, whichhad received
an (informal or formal) IMF-World Banksealof approval. Therewere manyexam
plesof this. In 1985, Tanzania wasforcedto reverse a policy of almost twenty years
standingand open negotiations with the IMF on an economicstabilization pack
agewhen all the country'sbilateral aid donors refused to provide any further eco
nomic assistance until an acceptable programme had been agreed. Another
instance was the withdrawal of $200 million worthof aid to Zambia following the
abandonment of the country's adjustment programme in the wake of the 1986
food-price riots" (Cleary 1996: 74).

Bothin affluent and deprivedsocieties, one can observe the transformation of
the distribution of social services. The current situation is that in every country
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NGOs provide a significant part of help to the poorest within these societies. The
only difference is that, while in wealthy countries it is the government that pro
vides most of the financing for local NGOs, in poor countries the financing of
NGOs comes from abroad. This means also that the whole global non-govern
mental sector is administered and financed mostly by governments of merely fif
teen OECD countries, directly or through inter-governmental bodies. Thus, "while
ideas may emerge in the independent sector, they will take effect only if they mesh
with the priorities of powerful states" (Stiles 2000: 131). Moreover, "in terms of
international relations theory, we need to see contracting NGOs as an extension of
industrialized country governments. Formal relations through embassies and aid
agencies are now carried out through a much wider range of actors. The global
goals of powerful countries to maintain control over weaker countries has not
changed; only the methods vary" (Hanlon 2000: 143). Non-governmental organi
zations are accountable to external powers and not to citizens of a given territory.

While the non-governmental sector includes a vast array of organizations, in
terms of institutional forms, size, command over resources, goals and social basis,
this diversity reflects the unequal distribution of power in the world, in the same
way as inequalities between states. "Indeed, the largest NGOs, with budgets in the
hundreds of millions of dollars and PhD-laden personnel, are all in the OECD, and
mostly in the US. A disproportionate number are located on the same 50 square
miles of the world's surface as are most of the other powerful institution (the
World Bank, the IMF, ministries of foreign affairs and bilateral aid agencies); they
employ people with the same backgrounds and incomes - with individuals con
stantly changing employment from bilateral agencies to INGOs to lOs - and are in
the same business of channeling billions of dollars to the Third World" (Uvin 2000:
15).

Functional stratification

There are many attempts to examine the diversification in the Third sector.
One of the most popular methods is to distinguish the fields of activities of NGOs
by subjects as, for example, education, health, agriculture, environment (World
Bank 1996: 15). However, such a classification is rather horizontal and does not
embrace vertical, i.e. hierarchical, dimensions of the non-governmental sector.

In 1995 the World Bank recognized two main types of non-governmental orga
nizations. The first type are operational NGOs, whose primary purpose is running
or funding programs designed to contribute to development, environmental man
agement, welfare, or emergency relief. The second type are forum (advocacy in
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Bank's rhetoric) NGOs, whoseprimary purposeisrepresenting a specific point of
view or a concernand which seek to influence thepolicies and practices of inter
governmental, governmental, and other bodies. The first type includes interna
tional organizations, typically headquartered in the developed countries, national
organizations, which usually operate in individual developing countries, often as
intermediary NGOs, and community-based organizations, which servea specific
population group in a narrowgeographic area. The second typeconsists of NGOs
based mostly, but not exclusively, in developed countries. Indeed, a number of
very effective developing country-based advocacy NGOs are now emerging. They
are effective at networking internationally, and they increasingly draw evidence
from partners based in developing countries (World Bank 1996: 1-2). In other
words, NGOs of the first type function as bodies implementing policy, whose
most important function is poverty reduction, as expressed by the World Bank
that is, crisis management in critical areas by reducing expectations of economic
autonomy. NGOs of second type function as bodies gathering, collecting, analyz
ing, and disseminating dataasa fundamental toolofgoverning populations and as
systems of early or critical warning as, for example, NGOs affiliated by theUnited
Nations.

The typology of NGOs by Adil Najam developed a little beyond basic classifi
cation, dividing every type into two categories. Thus, among operationai NGOs
there are "innovators", which develop and demonstrate ways of doing things dif
ferently and highlight the policy value being missed by optionsthatare not adopt
ed or considered; and "service providers", which directly act to fulfill a service
need, especially to the marginalized and under-served. Among forum NCOs there
are"monitors", which actas critics and evaluators of policies and their implemen
tation; and "advocates", which carry out information dissemination, public educa
tionand resource mobilization (Najam 1999: 152-3).

While operational NGOs form ahierarchical structure of financial dependences
andobligations, the monitoring andadvocacy functions offorum NGOS arecrucial
foroperations of this prevailing multitude, which constitute intellectual leadership
of the Third sector. Non-governmental research institutes proliferated rapidly on
theglobal scale after 1970. Accompanying thatprocess wasa growing competence
among them and, in effect, theirspecialization. As specialized institutions, forum
NGOs provide expert legitimacy and testimony for governmental and inter-gov
ernmental agencies (Stone 2000: 199). "Consequently, certain think-tanks are con
tracted or co-opted intogovernance functions that include basic information pro
vision for international organizations, negotiation reporting and domestic signal
ing to national elites, as well as rule development and monitoring of international
agreements" (Stone 2000: 205). Critics acknowledged "information beingextracted
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from local communities and concentrated in industrial countries in order to
advance the power and influence of industrial-country NGOs who act as interlocu
torswith their governments and the Bretton Woods institutions" (Cleary 1996: 93).

Moreover, the so-called New Public Management policy beginning in 1980.5
caused establishment of evaluation efforts initiated by governments and inter-gov
ernmental institutions. Evaluation of performance of operationalNGOs becomeof
greatest importance for coordination, efficiency, and coherence of the non-gov
ernmental system. On the other hand, for the rapidly growing non-governmental
sector, self-consciousness and surveillance becamecrucial to itsown development.

Territorial interdependence

While in rich countries, NGOs function as subsidiary and dependent to their
governments, in poor countries they are substituting and competing with local
governments, owing to subsidies from abroad. The difference in relations
between governments and the non-governmental sector in affluent and deprived
countries exposes the new situationof the state and its questionablesovereignty.
State sovereignty is "disproportionately concentrated in the national territories of
the highly developed countries" (Sassen 1996: 10). Nevertheless, until recently, the
oriesof theinfluenceof the processesofglobalization on stateswere focused only
on economic issues, that is, mainly on operations of transnational corporations.
What these theories miss are the new policies of globalized governance and its
administrative tools.

Paradoxically, non-governmental organizations criticizing policies of the IMP
as favorable to privatesector,were not acting in the interestsof governments, but
in their own.

"NGOs insisted that the conventional adjustment modelwas not necessarily the
most appropriate to all conditions. The majority of NGO critics of the structural
adjustment programmes haveaddressedthe 'typicality' ofallprogrammesand have
identified six objectives for every adjustment programme: reduction of public
expenditure; increase in domestic savings; reduction of the state's economic role;
liberalization of the economy; promotionof exports; and promotion of foreign pri
vateinvestment. Theseobjectives havetwobroad goals: to reduce or remove direct
state intervention in the productive and distributive sectorsof the economy, and to
restrict the state's role to the creation, mainly by manipulating fiscal and monetary
instruments, of an institutional and policy framework conducive to the mobiliza
tion of private enterprise and initiative. At their root, NGOs argued, was an almost
mystical faithin the privatesectorwhich, operating under freerdomesticand exter-
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nal market conditions, will provide the motive power for a resumption of eco
nomicgrowth and development" (Cleary 1996: 75-6).

That critique did not influence a return to public administration assistance,
because"aid donors believed that developing countries' economic policies were
wasting scarce land resources" (Cleary 1996: 74). Instead, in the 1980s, in the
strengthening third sector,cooperation between civil society and subcontracting
policies were initialized. Supported NGOs with energy started to constrain the
autonomyof the poor nation-states. Among these, the most importantare anticor
ruption, human rights, environmental and women's organizations. Apart from
theirvirtuous meanings, what is inherent in their activities is a constant struggle
against state policies, accompanying a takeover of state social policy functions
Thoseactivities are systemically transformed into external pacification of govern
mental policies. From thisperspective, NGOs are a medium of implementation of
internationally institutionalized norms in the targeted country.

For example, "(...) both the international human rights mobilization and the
ensuing confrontation with the Kenyan government cannot be understood with
out recognizing the profound impactof identity and the activities of non-govern
mental organizations to exploit vulnerabilities of theirtargets" (Schmitz 2000: 103).
The most important effect of NGOs' activities is the underminingof legitimacy of
local governments through thelessening of social trustin their intentionsand per
formance. Thesestrategies are extremely importantfor the transformation of dic
tatorship states into democracies, but are not abandoned afterwards. Rather, they
changewith the system. While the activity of Amnesty International is exercised in
the environment of despotic regimes, their replacement with democratic struc
tures engages Transparency International. In a more general view: "Particularly
ironic to social actors within our countrtes is that the attack on national bureau
cracies and institutions should have come from large international bureaucracy
with no accountability to anyonebut themselves" (Hashemi et al. 1996: 211).

However, poor governments are subjugated to external forces by NGOs in a
more material waywithstrategies influencing theirdirect lessening. "Non-govern
ment organizations and other aid agencies playa critical role in forcing the state
to shrink (...)" (Hanlon2000: 138). Government workers arebought and attracted
by non-governmental organizations simply bypaying themhighersalaries towork
for new aid agencies or by giving them bribes or extra benefits, like trips abroad
or attendance at international conferences. "Many of the most skilled and experi
enced Mozambicans began to work in much lower level jobs, even as secretaries,
for the UnitedNations and for NGOs. This created a vicious cycle, decapacitating
the government and backing the donors' arguments that they had to take over
tasks the government could no longer do. To do these jobs, they often hired
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Mozambicans from the government for five or ten times what the government
paid them" (Hanlon 2000: 139).

Non-governmental organizations create parallel structures to undermine and
surpass the state. "Where once health workers, agricultural extension officers, and
food relief distributors had been part of state systems, now they increasingly
workedfor independent agencies, usually NGOs, and sometimes even competed
with state systems. For example, when Mozambique began in the early 1980s to
pleadwith the US to end destabilization, one of the first concessions that the US
demandedwas thatcontrolof a highly effective butstate-run food aiddistribution
system be handed over to US NGOs" (Hanlon 2000: 138). Transitional President of
Afghanistan Hamid Karzai complained in the fall of 2002 of international donors
bypassing the government, pointingout thatfor$890 million spent already on aid,
$800 million went straight to UN and other foreign aid agencies, which do not
help the country to develop its own strong institutions (Gall 2002).

Asupranational system of non-governmental organizations now handles pro
vision of basic needs. "In the face of onslaught globalization, states are forced to
beata retreat from providing basic needs, while the NGO sector ispromoted asan
alternative to government providing services" (Silliman 1999: 34). On the one
hand,while social service systems are nowhandledbya supranational structure of
non-governmental organizations, on the other hand, the main responsibility of
local governments is in now the area of lawenforcement and maintaining social
order overa particular territory. International peacekeeping operationsare exam
plesofexternal enforcement of lawand order in critical circumstances, when local
government hasbecomeextremely unaccountable within global order.Such inter
national police interventions are supported with intensive activities of aid agen
cies and NGOs providing services in the absence of governmental bodies. "The
conflict resolution and the post-war reconstruction concernsof liberal governance
could be seen as 'riot control' end of a spectrum encompassing a broad range of
'global poor relief' activities including, forexample, NGO developmental attempts
to encourage self-sufficiency in relation to food security and basic services"
(Duffield 2001: 9). The establishment of a democratic government liable to exter
nal powers influences the withdrawal of military forces but not NGOs. Non-gov
ernmental organizations stay, proliferate, and substitute governmental institutions
with theirsupplyof social services.

"Bypassing the stateas providerofand guarantor of [social] services diminish
es the government's sovereignty and legitimacy as well as whatever democratic
control exist over government agencies" (Silliman 1999: 38). Governments are
thus more accountable to supranational powers than to their own citizens.
"However, this does not mean that states have necessarily become weaker
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(although many have, especially in the South); it primarily suggests that the nature
of power and authority haschanged. Indeed, contained withinthe shiftin aid pol
icytowards conflict resolution andsocietal reconstruction, Northern governments
have found new methods and systems of governance throughwhich to reassert
their authority" (Duffield 2001: 8). Hence, while the hands of poor governments
maintain thestick, the carrotistakenoverbytheglobal non-governmental system.
This system of global security is constructed of states maintaining police and
juridical apparatuses, while global public policy depends on non-governmental
organizations.

Cosmopolitan reconciliation

My main proposition is to treat non-governmental organizations not as inde
pendent, self-governing, altruistic, public interest entities, but as interdependent
administrative units, administering and administered parts of the cosmopolitan
system of global governance and micro-governance. This is a new kind of cos
mopolitan administrative system, differing significantly in its structure, character,
and performance from modern nation-states' administrations. The most visible
characteristic of the global administrative system is its flexibility and persistent
transformations, following its adjustments to the changing global order and local
circumstances. It is even hard to reckon whether this system already exists or we
are still observing the verydawn and the beginnings of its functioning. One thing
is certain, that the growth and spread of non-governmental organizations at the
end of twentieth century was not an accidental and spontaneous process, but
ratheran effect of political struggle, decisions, and choices.

To understand the non-governmental system of governance one must com
pare it to, and noticedifferences from, "traditional" modern governments. "Direct
governmental distribution programs emphasize fairness, equity, and accountabili
ty, with onlymodest responsiveness to clients as unique individuals. Conversely,
social services administered through nonprofit organizations do emphasize
responsiveness to individual need and showgreater dependence on local capaci
ty and initiative" (Lipsky & Smith 1993: 218). Differentiation of the non-govern
mental administrative system comes from its function to controland manage sep
arated and segmentedsocial forces. Non-governmental administration thus does
not work towards integration of social conl1icts and coherence of apparatus to
repress them, as in cases of modern national administrations. Rather, its aim is to
controldifferences. Political ends are separated from bureaucratic means-that is,
administration does not target the universality and equality of social reality as in
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nation-states, but the singularity and adequacy of the actions to specific ends.
Hence, it is not aimed towards social integration, treating all equally, but rather
towards differentiation and dissemination, treating each one differently. It is
impossible to point out any single strategy of the global administrative system,
whereas its means are heterogeneous and indirect. Globality of the non-govern
mental administrative system is realized in the principle of its local effectiveness
and thus flexible adaptation to distinct residentialities (see Hardt & Negri 2001:
339-343). Differentiation of the non-governmental sector mirrors the diversifica
tionof contexts of itsactivities. "Government agencies normally strive to display a
degree of service uniformity across jurisdictions. Contracting for services radical
ly solves the problem of tailoring the program to fit local conditions. Letting con
tracts to community agencies may facilitate local organization programdesign in
accordwithcommunity need and sentiment" (Lipsky & Smith 1993: 218). Thus, itis
better to describe the non-governmental system, not as the "Leviathan" but rather
as a "chameleon", adopting itself flexibly to local contexts and situations (Deakin
2001: 37). Thus the idea of deconcentration and decentralization of power in the
form of intermediary institutions, an ideacoming from the contemporary trend of
interpreting such the thinkers as Montesquieu and Tocqueville as describing civil
society, although theydo not use the term(Ehrenberg 1999: 144-169), finds itsnew
manifestation. This manifestation combines civil society as intermediary organiza
tionswithcivil society as constituted by political interests of people engagedin pri
vateproperty and economic activity as expressed in writings of Locke, Fergusson
and Smith (Ehrenberg 1999: 83-108). The non-governmental sector constitutes,
thus, a hybrid of intermediarism and liberalism in a brand new synthesis uniting
administration and marketprinciples-that is, order and competition. Thus I ques
tionthe theory commonnowadays thatcivil society issomewhere in-between state
and market. It isnot an alternative to them- rather it is the hybridof both.

The policy of non-governmental organization influences mostly their position
on political scene.The "Fifty years is enough" campaign against Breton Woods
institutions changed the policy of the World Bank toward NGOs, not toward
deprived countries. The most important point of NGO criticism was for greater
participation of civil society in all stages ofWorld Bankprojectcycles influencing,
in effect, rapid growth of NGO involvement in Bank projects (Cleary 1996: 86).
Political lobbying and advocacy campaigns mostly influence the importance of the
non-governmental system, affecting its expansion. Resistance, as a means of non
governmental policies, issimply employed by theorganism of governance toward
the management of differences in the distribution of power. No matter how the
altruistic motives of NGO activists may be, their work is easily transformed into
practices of a system of social control.
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From the perspective of the phenomenon ofglobal civil society, mostsignificant
for thenon-governmental sector isthe difference betweenitsown constituency and
the objectives of itsactivities. Non-governmental organizations are actively engaged
in building new social divisions and stratifications. In the global society, non-gov
ernmental activists stand for a transnational middle class, maintaining closer rela
tions betweentheirownset,rather thanbetweenthemand theobjects oftheiractiv
ities, who aremainly members of local andlocalized deprived classes. Hence, a dan
gerous productof the activity of the non-governmental sector ismaintaining an eco
nomic dependence of the underprivileged, and consequently the perpetuation of
their legitimizing gratitude. The non-governmental system develops its own logic
and purposes, which arenot necessarily consistent withtheneedsofobjects of their
activities. Onceestablished, it fights for itsown institutional survival, legitimizing its
existence by embracing a broaderand broaderspectrum of social spheres.

The transnational system of non-governmental administration supplements
the very role of national apparatuses, concentrated on monopolization of means
of violence. The implementation of the rule of lawupon a particular territory is
supplemented by the system of non-governmental aid, pointed at governing
spheres of social risk - among others the aspirations and expectations of the
deprived and the reliant. The real threat is that the aid efforts restrain economic
autonomy of individuals in circumstances of deprivation and poverty, an issue
wellknown from the experiences ofwelfare systems. This incorporating strategy
directs the administered ones at most towards critique and rationalization of their
situation within the encountered system, preventing the threat of abolition and
transgression of existing conditions, and thus maintaining the mode of existence
of the aid system, in line with the logic of its organizational survive efforts.

Globalization is the process of growth and consolidation of mechanisms of
global governance. I have tried to show that the global governance apparatus is
institutionally dependent on the structures of the global non-governmental admin
istrative system, which through relocation of economic and social resources
allows management of social reality in the mostdistantcorners of the globe. This
new kind of governing system is built of interdependent administrative units 
non-governmental organizations.
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